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Bragg gratings fabricated along the mode propagation direction in optical fibers are a powerful
technology for controlling dispersion. Here we show that a dielectric metamaterial grating with
sub-wavelength period fabricated in the thin layer of silicon on the fiber facet exhibits transmission
resonance with quality factor exceeding 300. We demonstrate how focused ion beam patterning,
commonly expected to degrade the optical performance of materials, can be exploited to create
low-loss photonic nanostructures on the fiber facet. Only a few tens of nanometers in thickness,
such facet gratings can be used in compact interconnects, dispersion compensation and sensing
applications.

Nanoscale metamaterial dispersion element at the fiber10

tip, reported in this work, provides a viable alternative11

to key applications of the Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs)12

[1, 2], a mainstream and massively deployed technology13

for dispersion control, spectral filtering, wavelength divi-14

sion multiplexing as well as channel add-drop function-15

ality, in optical networks and in fiber sensors. The large16

size of FBGs, which typically lies in the range of centime-17

ters [2], hampers miniaturization of fiber optic devices.18

Here we demonstrate a silicon metamaterial, fabricated19

in on a facet of a silica fiber, that exhibits transmission20

resonance with quality factor exceeding 300. Such minia-21

ture facet gratings can used in compact interconnect and22

dispersion compensation applications in fiber telecoms.23

We also evaluate the potential for sensor applications.24

To achieve a highly dispersive, low-loss response in a25

thin layer on the fiber tip, we have chosen an all-dielectric26

metamaterial (see Ref. [3, 4]) design that consists of al-27

ternating deep and shallow grooves etched into the silica28

layer of the fiber, followed by a thin silicon layer on the29

top (see Fig. 1). The slight difference between the depths30

and widths of the neighboring grooves provides coupling31

to the high-quality asymmetric mode supported by this32

metamaterial. The high-quality mode, which is a type of33

Fano resonance [5–8], can be excited by normally incident34

radiation with electric field polarization perpendicular to35

the grooves. The mode corresponds to electric displace-36

ment field oscillating in anti-phase in the silicon layer37

of the two grooves, which leads to reduction in the net38

radiation loss, and thus to establishment of high-quality39

resonant response. Further discussion on the asymmet-40

ric mode supported by the metamaterial will be provided41

later in the text. Apart from choosing a suitable metama-42

terial design, achieving high-quality response in a silicon43
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metamaterial depends crucially on depositing and pat-44

terning silicon in a way that preserves its low optical loss45

in the near-infrared region. Here we use focused ion beam46

(FIB) milling to structure the end-facet of the optical47

fiber. This method provides great precision and flexibil-48

ity, however it is well-known that direct FIB-patterning49

of silicon leads to accumulation of defects [9–13]. For50

this reason, we pattern silica, i.e. the glass of the fiber,51

and then deposit silicon over the patterned area, thus52

preserving its pristine low-loss response.53

The fabrication is carried out by stripping a segment of54

single-mode silica fiber of the protective polymer jacket,55

leaving a few centimeter long bare silica rod (125µm56

in diameter). One end of the fiber is cleaved to create57

a smooth end-facet, which is coated with a 50 nm thin58

sacrificial layer of chromium and gold. The tip is then59

patterned through the sacrificial layer using focused ion60

beam milling. Following patterning, the metal layer is re-61

moved using commercially available wet etchants, leav-62

ing a nanostructured silica fiber tip. A layer of amor-63

phous silicon is deposited onto the tip using low pressure64

chemical vapour deposition. Finally, the bare fiber seg-65

ment is spliced to a standard FC patch cord (at the non-66

patterned end). The result is shown in Fig. 1. Compared67

to other reported methods of fiber nanostructuring [14–68

29], this process results in a sample that contains only69

silica and silicon. Consequently, the metamaterial has70

very low loss in the near-infrared range, and is tolerant71

both of high optical power as well as heating in general,72

due to strong adhesion between silica and silicon layers73

(and high melting point of both materials).74

The response of the metamaterial was characterized75

by illuminating with normally incident linearly polar-76

ized white light from an incoherent source, and record-77

ing the spectrum of light coupled into the optical fiber.78

The transmission spectra for both parallel (TE) and per-79

pendicular (TM) polarizations (relative to metamaterial80

grating) are shown in Fig. 2a. Metamaterial sample ex-81
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Figure 1. Low-loss fiber-integrated metamaterial.
(a) Electron microscope view of the dielectric metamaterial
fabricated on the end-facet of a single-mode optical fiber. The
metamaterial is occupying a square patch at the center of the
fiber. The dashed circle shows the approximate size of the
guided mode. (b) Magnified view of the metamaterial, an
array of alternating deep/wide and shallow/narrow grooves.
Inset: magnified view of metamaterial’s section showing the
bottom layer of silica (glass), silicon (Si), and an additional
layer of platinum added for contrast (Pt).

hibits relatively flat transmission spectrum for both TE82

and TM polarizations over a broad range of wavelengths,83

with the exception of a sharp dip at λ0 = 1385.5 nm.84

This feature appears in both polarizations of incident85

light, but is significantly sharper for the case of TM86

polarization. Figure 2b compares the measured meta-87
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Figure 2. Optical response of the fiber-integrated
metamaterial. (a) Transmission spectra of the metamate-
rial (shown in Fig. 1) for two polarizations (TE, TM). In both
cases the transmission is normalized with respect to bare fiber
transmission. The inset shows the detail of the transmission
minimum in TM polarization. The scatter points correspond
to measurement with higher spectral resolution. (b) Mea-
sured (blue) and modelled (black) transmission of the meta-
material for the case of TM polarization. In both cases the
transmission is normalized with respect to bare fiber trans-
mission. The green traces (right axis) show the absorption
(solid) and reflection (dashed) of the metamaterial (model).
Purple trace corresponds to the transmission of a different
metamaterial with the same geometry but 10% reduction
in all dimensions.

material transmission (TM) with the results of full-wave88

model (also TM). The geometry of the metamaterial used89

in model, shown in Fig. 3, has been designed based on90

the cross-section of the experimental sample, shown in-91

set in Fig. 1b. For the purposes of modelling, the re-92

fractive index of glass was taken as ng = 1.44, the93

wavelength-dependent real part of refractive index of94

amorphous silicon has been extracted from ellipsometry95

(e.g. nSi (1400 nm) = 3.25), whilst the imaginary part96

of silicon refractive index has been estimated based on97

fitting the width of the resonance to experimental obser-98

vation (kSi = 0.015).99

Figure 2b shows good agreement between experimen-100

tally observed metamaterial transmission and the result101

of modelling. Simulation reveals that the sharp dip in102

the metamaterial transmission at λ0 = 1385.5 nm corre-103

sponds to rise in absorption, and is therefore a true meta-104
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Figure 3. Modelled metamaterial response at λ0 =
1385 nm. The magnetic (colormap) and electric (red field-
lines) field distribution at the metamaterial (unit cell) when
it is driven by normally incident radiation polarized perpen-
dicular to the metamaterial grooves (TM). In case of magnetic
field, the colormap denotes the field component that points
out of the page (Hz). The black contour lines denote the
metamaterial geometry, which consist out of a layer of silicon
(Si) on top of silica (glass).

material resonance, i.e. the thin layer of patterned silicon105

traps light at this wavelength, and retains it long enough106

to absorb the optical energy despite the low material loss.107

The distribution of electric and magnetic fields in meta-108

material at the resonant wavelength (see Fig. 3) shows109

that this is a type of Fano-resonance [5], also known as110

trapped mode resonance, which arises as a result of de-111

structive interference of the transverse-magnetic (TM)112

modes excited in the two grooves of each unit cell. An113

alternative equivalent way of understanding the optical114

response of our metamaterial, is to treat it as a leaky115

corrugated silica-silicon-air waveguide, which supports116

guided-mode resonance [25, 30–38]. Normally incident117

light is coupled into the counter-propagating leaky modes118

supported by the waveguide, which leads to entrapment119

of light in the metamaterial, manifesting as a sharp dip120

in transmission.121

To further test the reported fabrication technique,122

another metamaterial was manufactured following the123

same process, but with all dimensions reduced by ap-124

proximately 10%. The corresponding transmission spec-125

trum for perpendicular polarization of incident radiation126

(TM) is shown in Fig. 2b. As in the case of larger-unit127

cell metamaterial, the reduced-dimensions metamaterial128

exhibits a sharp dip in the transmission spectrum at129

λ0s = 1271 nm, i.e. 8.2% lower than the original metama-130

terial sample. This confirms that the dip in metamaterial131

transmission does arise as a result of patterning and can132
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Figure 4. Group delay dispersion of the fiber-tip meta-
material (model; see Fig. 3). Black trace (left axis) shows
the metamaterial transmission (relative to bare fiber). Pink
trace (right axis) shows the group delay dispersion of the
metamaterial. The dashed line denotes the level of dispersion
necessary to compensate (negative) dispersion of a 1 meter
long telecom fiber (assuming fiber group velocity dispersion
is ∼ 20 ps/nm.km).

be tuned to a wavelength of choice by appropriate ad-133

justments to metamaterial geometry.134

The quality factors of metamaterial transmission min-135

ima (Q = λ0/∆λ) are Q ∼ 310 and Q ∼ 270, for136

the original metamaterial and the reduced-dimensions137

metamaterial respectively. We note that quality factors138

reached in our metamaterials are of the same order as in139

the best planar dielectric metamaterials [4, 39–41]. In140

principle, one can develop further optimizations, such141

as, for example, annealing to convert amorphous sili-142

con into poly-crystalline silicon and to reduce the surface143

roughness, but the improvements are likely to be mod-144

est even if the performance of optimized fiber-tip meta-145

materials would reach that of the state-of-the-art planar146

all-dielectric metamaterials (Q ∼ 500 − 600).147

The narrow resonance exhibited by the fiber-tip meta-148

material suggests highly dispersive response that could149

be used to compensate dispersion [38, 42, 43] of short150

segments of telecom fibers, for example in miniaturized151

fiber-optic devices. The group delay dispersion of the152

metamaterial, extracted from the full-wave model (see153

Fig. 2,3), is shown in Fig. 4. As one would expect,154

the transmission minimum of the metamaterial corre-155

sponds to maximum dispersion, however dispersion re-156

mains large even in the spectral range of high transmis-157

sion. The dashed line in Fig. 4 indicates the minimum158

level of positive dispersion necessary to compensate the159

(negative) dispersion of one meter of standard optical160

fiber. It follows, that metamaterial response is suffi-161

ciently dispersive (at λ ∼ 1380 nm) to provide dispersion162

compensation even at near-maximum transmission level163

of ∼ 80%.164
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An alternative application for high-quality response165

of the fiber-tip metamaterial is ambient refractive in-166

dex sensing. Indeed, according to simulations, our meta-167

material can deliver sensitivity of ∼ 400 nm/RIU (see168

Supplementary Materials), which is comparable to state-169

of-the-art fiber based refractive index sensors [14, 16–170

18, 20, 22, 23, 26, 27, 44–47]. Importantly, in our case171

the large sensitivity of metamaterial to ambient refrac-172

tive index is accompanied by very narrow line-width of173

the resonant dip (∆λ ∼ 5 nm), leading to a high figure of174

merit (sensitivity/∆λ) ∼ 20/RIU.175

In conclusion, we have developed low loss dielectric176

metamaterials, with narrow transmission resonances and177

strongly dispersive response, on tips of silica fibers. We178

have demonstrated resonance quality factors in excess179

of 300 and corresponding group delay dispersion over180

0.3 ps2. Our results suggest that fiber-tip metamaterials181

could find applications in compact fiber-optic devices.182

Supplementary Material Contains simulations evalu-183

ating performance of the metamaterial as refractometric184

sensor.185
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